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The developers of the ClearMed treatment for hemroids are so 
confident in their product that it comes with a 60-day, money-back 
guarantee. The finely milled preparations of ClearMed provide 
hemroids relief by reducing swelling and pain in most users within five 
to seven days. There are no reported side effects with ClearMed, even 
after long-term use of the product for maintenance. These are just two 
of the reasons why ClearMed was named the No. 1 hemroid treatment 
by Consumer Health Reports and why its developers offer a full refund 
for those not completely satisfied. 

April 2010 – Hemroid treatment ClearMed has always come with a 60-
day, money-back guarantee. With the recent No. 1 ranking by 
Consumer Health Reports for the third year in a row, the developers of 
ClearMed decided it was time to remind customers – both existing and 
potential – of its No Risk Guarantee program. Those who are not 
completely satisfied with the hemroids relief of ClearMed can simply 
return the unused portion for a full refund. 

“ClearMed is a product that I am very proud of, and feel excited to 
share with hemroids sufferers around the world,” says Lawrence E. 
Kreger, medical researcher for ClearMed. 

Simply put, hemroids are veins in the anus or lower rectum that have 
become swollen because too much pressure has been placed on them, 
sometimes by straining during bowel movements, other times by 



sitting for too long. Symptoms include bleeding, anal itching and pain. 
Worldwide, more than 40 percent of people over the age of 50 suffer 
from hemroids. In the United States alone, about four percent of 
pregnant women find they need hemroid treatment. About 20 percent 
of those suffering from hemroids end up seeking relief through 
surgery, with the rest using an internal or external hemroid treatment. 

ClearMed is an all-natural, time-release capsule that provides 
hemroids relief by shrinking and soothing the swollen veins. Unlike 
other treatments, ClearMed both repairs the tissues damaged by 
straining and provides soothing and healing agents throughout the 
day, to ease the discomfort of hemroids. 

For mild hemroids, the cost of ClearMed starts at $39.95 for a one-
week hemroid treatment cycle. Two weeks of hemroid treatment cost 
$59.85, saving the user $20. Those suffering from moderate to severe 
hemroids should consider purchasing the Extra Strength ClearMed 
package, which includes two weeks of hemroid treatment plus a 
hemroidal ointment to topically soothe itching, dryness, and burning. 
This hemroid treatment package costs $89.95. 

Those who have found hemroids relief often continue with a hemroid 
treatment maintenance program. ClearMed offers a package that 
includes eight bottles of Extra Strength ClearMed plus two tubes of 
hemroidal ointment, for $159. 

To order ClearMed, call 727-328-0859, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. EST 
Monday through Friday, or go to hemorrhoidtreatmentonline.com. All 
products are shipped discreetly within 24 hours through United States 
Postal Service Priority Shipping. Next-day Express Shipping is also an 
option. 

To set up an interview with a member of the ClearMed hemroid 
treatment team, please contact Lawrence Kreger 
at medsearch205@cs.com, 727-328-0859 or through Advanced Health 
Consultants, P. O. Box 530007, St. Petersburg, FL, 33747. As a 
researcher and developer of the product, he enjoys discussing how it 
brings hemroids relief to the many sufferers of this condition. 
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